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Forest is a sustainable micro-mobility platform that provides affordable and accessible 
solutions to bike sharing in London.

London, UK

15 agents

Klaus: Quality management solution for customer service

Zendesk

Transport and Mobility

5 day
average training time

Dixa's comprehensive knowledge 
base has transformed the 
onboarding journey, providing new 
champions with easy access to 
guides, processes, and templates 
right at their fingertips

29 seconds
average call answer


Dixa's streamlined processes have 
dramatically reduced call pick-up 
times to an impressive 29 seconds 
on average. So customers spend 
less time waiting and more time 
getting solutions

20,000 
monthly conversations

Thanks to Dixa's seamless 
omnichannel capabilities, user-
friendly workflows, and automatic 
conversation assignment, Forest 
have effortlessly expanded their 
conversation count without the need 
to rapidly scale up the team



The Situation

Forest is on a mission to build happier, healthier cities for all, nurturing our urban environment one 
eBike at a time. The company offers a micro-mobility platform, providing affordable and 
accessible bike-sharing solutions in London. Users enjoy 10 minutes free daily, sponsored by their 
sustainable partners, followed by a £0.19 (US$0.24) per minute rate. This fun rate is made possible 
by their ad-driven model, delivering targeted ads before and after rides. Pioneering this innovative 
model, Forest connects users and partners sustainably, powered by their in-house tech. With zero 
emissions, their eBikes aim to enable over 10,000 rides daily, preventing almost 5 tonnes of CO2 
from London’s air.



Every Forest team member owns a piece of the company and works directly for the startup. Their 
customer vision: treating users like friends and family—with respect, warmth, and empathy. It 
takes more than one tree to create a forest, which is why together, they’re crafting a community 
into a human forest.

When Forest launched in 2020, they relied on Zendesk Support, Explore, and Chat as their full CS 
platform. However, as Forest's customer base began to grow and journeys increased, they soon 
realized that connecting with users across multiple platforms was proving to be a challenge. The 
existing setup lacked smooth communication between channels, resulting in fragmented 
customer histories. Given Forest's customer-centric focus, they sought a platform championing 
communication, not just treating interactions as tasks.



Forest also aimed to enhance the agent experience. Their goal was to motivate and empower 
champions, steering away from selectively choosing conversations to resolve and an unequal 
agent workload. They wanted an intuitive, user-friendly platform, where they could easily 
streamline workflows and sustain high customer satisfaction.

The Challenge



The Solution

In June 2021, HumanForest made a pivotal choice by selecting Dixa as its dedicated customer 
service platform.

An intuitive platform with unified conversations

Changing to the Dixa platform allowed Forest to unify all conversations across multiple platforms 
so customer histories were no longer fragmented. All channels are natively built into Dixa, enabling 
agents to set themselves as active on multiple channels at once. Meanwhile, managers have 
visibility into agent activity, and can ensure no channel gets backed up. If one channel needs 
support, an agent can be there with just a click (and without even switching tabs). Meaning agents 
have all the context they need to provide highly personalized service.

An accurate, comprehensive knowledge base

With Dixa's assistance, Forest now boasts a comprehensive knowledge base, encompassing more 
than 10 organized folders. This wealth of processes and insights is readily accessible to the entire 
customer support team. The beauty lies in its dynamic nature—it can be updated without relying 
on their tech team, who are based outside of the UK, minimizing the risk of inaccurate information 
being relayed to customers. Thanks to their internal manual, training can now be done remotely 
and in just one week.

“Biggest reason for making the change from Zendesk 
is the support we get from Dixa. With Zendesk we 
didn’t feel important. Response times were very long. 
We might not be the biggest Dixa customer but we 
feel quite cared about. Our opinion is valued— we feel 
heard and there is always an action plan to improve.”

Sanna Jaan, Support & Community Manager, Forest



The right agent at the right time with smart routing

Dixa's intelligent routing system optimizes how customer inquiries are directed to agents. By 
considering factors like workload, and historical interactions. Forest goes the extra mile by giving 
urgent matters the front seat. For instance, incoming Dixa Messenger chats are pushed ahead of 
emails and account deletion requests. This strategic allocation ensures timely responses, 
especially for users in the midst of their rides, guaranteeing immediate assistance!

Increasing conversational capacity with data-driven insights

Operating as a 24/7 live service, Forest gains invaluable insights through Dixa's analytics. This 
allows them to align peak ride times with when users were most likely to seek support. The result? 
Informed decisions to scale the support team, creating targeted shift patterns for high-demand 
periods. This strategic approach efficiently supports growth while managing costs. Notably, the 
data prompted a shift in support operating hours—turning off calls after 6 p.m. and redirecting 
customers to Dixa Messenger. This adjustment reduces burnout while increasing conversation 
capacity, leveraging quicker chat handling times. This made for happier customers and happier 
agents. This helped meet the goal of steering away from selectively choosing conversations to 
resolve and an unequal agent workload. Dixa’s intuitive, user-friendly platform helps streamline 
workflows and sustain high customer satisfaction.

“We were looking to have the least amount of 
software in our service tech stack and Dixa helped us 
do that. The fact that Dixa has an integrated 
knowledge base was a big benefit. With a lot of 
vendors, that just isn’t the case and you’d have to have 
another integration that could cause problems. 
Technically, you don’t have to leave Dixa to see the 
knowledge base, which is a really big help.”

Sanna Jaan, Support & Community Manager, Forest



Ready to learn more?
Schedule a Demo Today

dixa.com @dixa

@dixa.io@dixaApp

@dixahq

What’s Next?

Next year, Forest is planning to expand into new markets in Europe. That means a whole new team 
and things like localization and onboarding need to be organized. They’ll want to expand their 
internal knowledge base with content relevant for these new markets, such as return policies.



Forest is also exploring Dixa’s AI chatbot. Dixa Messenger is their most used channel, as everyone 
uses the app and contacts Forest via the app. Forest will continue to look for ways to streamline 
and automate as they continue to make their service experience faster and better.

“We needed a platform that empowered and gave the 
service team independence. With Zendesk, we had to 
rely on the tech team that was many time zones away 
for analytics and changing how we used the product. 
Dixa gives us the visibility we need to make data-
driven decisions and make all the necessary day to 
day changes we need on our own.”

Sanna Jaan, Support & Community Manager, Forest

https://www.dixa.com/demo/?utm_term=dixa&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_grp=136202567511&hsa_mt=p&hsa_tgt=kwd-314226335519&hsa_kw=dixa&hsa_src=g&hsa_acc=7237417264&hsa_cam=16205795994&hsa_ver=3&hsa_ad=596076786370&gclid=Cj0KCQjwlemWBhDUARIsAFp1rLVdOunpGKIhSIX125P7SBCu1jCXJkuzmLWZcOpZ62UwLAqzBYZ_88MaApWaEALw_wcB
https://www.dixa.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dixa/
https://www.instagram.com/dixa.io/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/dixaapp?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/dixahq

